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About This Game

Granado Espada is about discovering new continents during Europe’s Age of Exploration era between the 1500s and 1700's.
The Multi character control (MCC) is the most unique feature of the game, allowing players to control a party of up to three

characters at a time. The approach to this style of game play makes Granado Espada feel like a hybrid MMORPG and RTS.

Granada Espada's automatic hunting system called ‘Keep Mode’ is a function in the game that players seem to respond to
positively. Players can grow their characters and family without the "grind" most MMO's are notorious for.

There are over 100 characters to add to your party of three to control in each battle. This is where the strategy mechanic comes
into play, as each battle, monster or dungeon requires a particular mix of characters to successfully defeat each challenge.
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Title: GRANADO ESPADA
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
HANBITSOFT, INC., IMC GAMES CO.,LTD.
Publisher:
REDBANA CORPORATION
Release Date: 10 Jul, 2007

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 3.0 GHz equivalent or above

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® 6600 GT or ATI/AMD RadeonTMX1600 Pro 256MB equivalent or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space
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Didn't know i could hate water in video games even more than i already did. Neat 4th wall type game. I dig these like Pens and
paper series. Healers Quest is a casual mix of clicker and rpg.. nobody plays multiplayer and the computer has no idea how to
play
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=645231510
didn’t invade a single enemy planet yet. A buck ♥♥♥♥ing wild game with a surprisingly poignant and head-tilting end.. Just got
the game then found out it was on sale :{ but its a great game an worth the DLC. I just dont know if the character I already
started will get the loot from the Dlc. I guess I'll find out. Oh is you know the answer leave a comment :}.. Another masterpiece
from BMC Studio. I look forward to every game they put out and am probably the closest thing you would have to a BMC
Studio expert and I approve.

My playthrough:
https://youtu.be/9_S8R6sHM4A. Really nice and funny game with interesting Minigames. And what is great too, you can play it
with 8 players!

I'am sorry for my bad English.

Thanks for that game and for the Updates which comming soon :)
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Eh...

I think it's worth 0.20. I bought it for that much with a coupon.. Randomly drawn levels, no puzzles, no strategy, only skill. This
game lets you hit spacebar every second, but you have to time it well sometimes. However, most of the time it doesn't really
matter and you just have to keep hittig it. The 'mind = blown' effect of the dual gravity color shifting thing wore off after 10
seconds.

Converting my money into beer would have been a more solid investment. Pro tip: try checking out another game and have fun..
Guys. This game it is awesome. It is... Like GTA, but without opportunity to get out the car.
You may not understand this game if you are not russian, so did not I, due to I'm not russian.
But this graphics and this whole minimalistic and sarcastic design make me play this masterpiece over and over again (it's only
one hour gameplay, but it worth it). Humor - 7/10, Camera - 8/10, gamplay - 9/10, music - 228/10 (MC Pokh = one love).
The greatest thing about this game is opportunity to take part in its creation. So, some advice to creators:
- Как вылазить из машины,♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
- В сюжет вставьте плиз Ваномаса, че за игра без Ваномаса?
- Побольше МС Поха.
- Пригласите еще актеров озвучки, желательно Петра Гланца...
А так идея нормальная, ребят, дерзайте, развивайтесь, творите, слушайте батьков российского игропрома, удачи вам.
Не зря отдал 78 рублей. 7/10. Graphic wise this does look like a 2009 game. It is fairly ok to look at, at max settings.
But combat wise and mechanics in general this game is way too clunky.

To compare with Half-Life which was released in 1998 for PC, that game is still today better by many times. Just to give a
reference of where shooting games should start out from as minimum.

Damnation is sadly way too unpolished a game, which could have been much more with its atmosphere and all. Too bad.

Good thing I only put down 2\u00bd euros for it.. Excellent collection of tips and techniques to get faster and more efficient
while painting.
Obviously, not for absolute beginners.. this game had a bird in it but then it had a frog. Its sucks, u think its free but then u gotta
pay, if it says FREE it should be FREE. This Game for being in early access is coming along fantasticly. The game looks great
except for a few problems with the full picture art showcased in some areas. While the combat can be difficult at some points. It
provides a fair challenge. My main problem with the combat is the item VS. moral system when you finish a battle. The game
gives you the option to take a item usually a healing item or on some occasions a equipment item. Or moral the game's MP
system which in my playthrough I only encountered one item that gave moral. The problem is that at least I couldn't find
anywhere to buy the items that I needed. So I ended up having the problem that the ememies wouldn't take much dammage
from normal shots. So I had to use moral. Useing more than the game gave me for winning the battle. But at the same time since
I used to much moral. I had to use my items to heal. So by the end I was having a major problem with moral and healing items.
And was only saved by a story point during the boss battle. Hopefully when the full game comes out this moral and healing
problem will be fixed by the incluison of a in-game shop or more items scatured around the overworld. All in all I highly
recomened the game for it's great art, engageing story, and challengeing combat with only slight problems. Super Fun Totally
recommend this.
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